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Wordcloud poll

What is the most important issue to discuss
today?
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Wordcloud poll

In terms of inequity, where in NYC should we
focus first?
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Multiple-choice poll

Regarding Grid Modernization, to achieve New
York's climate, health & equity goals, a critical
obstacle to collectively overcome in 12 months
is _________.

0 3 2

"The need for a simple heat pump/AC design, incentive, and
installation program." - Pat Sapinsley, Urban Future Lab

41 %

"Develop a knowledge base to inform the development of policies
and programs that will support flexible demand resources
necessary for the overall energy system"- John Romano/Raghu
Sudhakara, Con Edison

0 %

"The urgent and pressing need for grid flexibility – without a
scalable way for the grid to access DERs." - Erika Diamond,
EnergyHub

59 %



Wordcloud poll

Are you willing to join the New York 23Q3 Task
Force? If yes, please write your name.
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Rating poll

Post Event Survey (1/5)

How likely are you to recommend AEG events?
(5 = very likely)
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Wordcloud poll

Post Event Survey (2/5)

In one word, how would you describe your
experience?

0 0 6

Symmetrical
Motivating

HumblingGreat
Enlightening

Engaging



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (3/5)

Please leave us a testimonial and include your
name.

0 0 5

Putting the massive talents of the

dynamic professionals that attend

AEG events into tangible 90day/12

month action plans makes AEG

unique in its ability to drive the clean

energy transition. AEG drives impact

and action, not meetings. -Rob

Parker

Diverse experience and expertise

leads to successful solutions Phyllis

Kessler

We always learn new things and roll

up our

sleeves with thoughtful people.

Collaboration is the solution.

So good thank you!

Very exciting and a powerful

learning experience



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (4/5)

Any suggestions?
0 0 1

Make changing the term heat

pumps to something marketable

part of pre-meeting homework.

Start driving adoption of the metric,

"per capita peak contribution "



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (5/5)

What guidance do you have for the Task Force
to achieve its first 90 day milestone: "M1:
Identify trusted community organizations and
potential business partners."

0 0 2

Work with NYC Mayor's office

Keep it simple and limited in scope



Wordcloud poll

What should be the North Star Metric for
success?

0 2 1

net zero
Peak reduction potential

Emission reduction

% increase in flexible MW
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Strong consumer incentive

Reliable heating/cooling

Quality of Life
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Life

Goals
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Clean flexible GW

Air quality

1GW peak reduction


